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Lesson Objective

Lesson Objective: To be able to write a diary extract
on the famous ball game called ‘pitz’ from the
perspective of a young, Mayan child.



Starter

• Today in Literacy you will be writing your first extract of
your Mayan diary about ‘pitz’. As a starter, I want you to
reflect on what you already know about ‘pitz’. Make some
notes on the following areas:

1. What is ‘pitz’?

2. What are the rules of ‘pitz’? For example the ball can only
be returned with your hips, elbows and knees.



Diary Extract on Pitz

• In your first diary extract you are imagining that you have
watched your first game of ‘pitz’ with your father.
Underneath, see if you can create a spider diagram to
explore what your feelings and thoughts would have been.
These should be in your diary.

Feelings and Thoughts 



Features of Diary Writing 

When you write your sections of your Mayan
diary, don’t forget to include all of the
important features that we have looked.
Please look at the ‘Features of a Diary Entry’
worksheet on the left to remind yourself
what needs to be included to make it a ‘Gold’
diary entry.



Examples of Diary Writing

To familiarise yourself with the style
of diary writing please read the
following examples. Your diary
extracts are from the perspective of
a Mayan child however reading the
examples will remind you about what it
should sound like and the things you
need to include.





Task

• Your task today is to write your first diary extract from the
perspective of a Mayan child. Your diary extract should be based
around you having gone to watch your first game of ‘pitz’ with
your father. In your diary extract you need to explore the
following things:

• How you felt when you woke up and you were told you were going
to watch your first game of ‘pitz’?

• What it was like travelling to the venue and how you felt making
your journey there.

• Your experience of watching ‘pitz’.
• What was the game like? How did it make you feel?
• Any concluding thoughts when you arrived back home. Do you

want to play the game when you are old enough?



Success Criteria 

Red – I can write a diary extract as a Mayan child and can include the following things:

 Include capital letters and full stops in all of my sentences.

 Include 1st person pronouns such as ‘I and we’.

Yellow – I can write a diary extract as a Mayan child and can include the following things:

Use the past tense.

Use time conjunctions to link events.

 Explore thoughts and feelings of a Mayan child.

Green – I can write a diary extract as a Mayan child and can include the following things:

 Use inverted commas to show direct speech.

Maintain an informal tone to meet the audience and purpose.

Organise the events into paragraphs using chronological order.



Final Reminders

Include important punctuation such as capital letters, full
stops and commas.

Open and close the diary.
Opening of your diary – “Dear diary,”
Closing of your diary – “Write soon, Rodriguez.”

Your diary extract should be around 3 to 4 paragraphs.


